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Killing the bad guy just got a whole lot harderKilling the bad guy just got a whole lot harder . . 

Eddie and Julianna are perplexed when a major thief strikes a security corporation. They track down the thieves at a

top-secret Federation facility. What they learn, only creates more problems. 

They’re dealing with shapeshifters. They’re dealing with shapeshifters. 

The Saverus race was thought to be a myth. It turns out they’ve only been hiding, taking on the identity of others.

Biding their time. Now they’re trying to steal a device that could tear the entire galaxy apart. 

They must be stopped.They must be stopped. 

But how does Ghost Squadron stop a bad guy who can look like anyone? The team races to obtain the deadly device

before the Saverus. What they find on their search is a convoluted maze of strange technology that most don’t know

exists.  

Nothing is what it seems anymore. Nothing is what it seems anymore. 

Experience this exciting military sci-fi saga and the latest addition to the expanded Kurtherian Gambit Universe. If

you’re a fan of Mass Effect, Firefly, or Star Wars, you’ll love this riveting space opera.
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*NOTE: If cursing is a problem, then this might not be for you.
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